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The US is moving fast towards electrifying mobility, and

policies and plans are being rolled out in many states for

greater adoption of electric vehicles (EVs). In response,

utilities, charging network operators and technology

providers are working towards ramping up the charging

infrastructure to support this transition to EVs.

Global TTransmission RReport is organising its 2nd cconference

on EV CCharging IInfrastructure as a virtual eevent on October

7-88, 22020. The virtual conference will highlight

opportunities, technologies and solutions to build a smart

and efficient public charging infrastructure to meet customer

needs of security and convenience. The event will bring

together regulators, government authorities, utilities, grid

operators, charging station operators, investors, and OEMs

to discuss and present solutions to achieve this.

The virtual conference will have interactive sessions featuring

presentations and discussions covering various facets of the

evolving EV charging industry in the US. It will present plans

and programs for building a user-friendly public charging

infrastructure in key US states. It will provide an opportunity

to understand the role governments and private investors can

play in building the much-needed charging infrastructure. 

Utilities are at the heart of the electrification of mobility. The

conference will have representation from leading US utilities

to discuss the role they are playing in expanding the charging

infrastructure. Top executives from these utilities will also

share their perspective on considering grid characteristics

while selecting public charging locations. 

Leading charging network operators and electric vehicle

equipment supply (EVSE) providers will share their

experiences and strategies to build a smart infrastructure that

integrates user-friendly and interoperable charging solutions.

They will also share insights on maximizing utilization and

minimizing the costs of operating charging sites. The event

will showcase the latest technologies to improve customer

experience and interaction. It will discuss the benefits of

integrating energy storage and distributed generation in the

charging infrastructure. It will also present the views and

expectations of leading EV manufacturers, and fleet and

commercial vehicle operators.

MISSION WHO SSHOULD LLOG-IIN?
The virtual conference is targeted at senior decision makers from: 
z Electricity and power producing and selling companies
z Transmission and distribution utilities
z Charge point operators 
z Electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) providers
z Charging technology and equipment manufacturers and suppliers
z E-mobility service providers (EMSPs) and software suppliers
z Fleet operators
z Public transportation authorities
z Commercial vehicle management companies
z Government and regulatory agencies
z Renewable energy companies
z OEMs and EV manufacturers
z Battery manufacturers
z Contractors, engineering consultants, etc.
z Transport and city infrastructure planning experts
z Oil and gas supplying companies
z Logistics and fleet operators
z Research institutions and academia
z Financial institutions, legal experts, etc.

BENEFITS OOF AA VVIRTUAL EEVENT 
z Live interaction with senior speakers and key stakeholders (Q&A facility)
z Easy connectivity to geographically dispersed delegates (click of a mouse)
z Virtual meetings and interactions with industry peers and leaders 
z Cost effective (lower ticket price as compared to a physical conference)
z Offers flexibility and convenience
z Access to conference recordings or watch later 'on demand'

KEY BBENEFITS TTO PPARTICIPANTS 
z Know the latest plans and policies on boosting EVs and charging infrastructure
z Explore the emerging opportunities in the EV charging space 
z Follow the latest trends in e-mobility and charging
z Get familiar with the regulatory requirements, evolving standards and interoperability needs
z Learn about the initiatives that leading states have to taken to electrify mobility 
z Obtain the latest information on funding initiatives and rebate programs in key states 
z Discuss the role utilities can play in ramping up the charging infrastructure and understand

the challenges they face
z Gain insights into the latest developments in charging technologies and their relevance
z Explore relevant solutions for different customer verticals
z Understand the expectations of EV manufacturers
z Hear from leading charging station operators and EVSEs and learn from their experiences 
z Examine the challenges related to accessibility and grid integration while designing a public

charging network
z Evaluate the siting and permitting issues in building EV charging infrastructure 
z Analyse how to scale up the existing charging network to meet future demand 
z Figure out how to maximize utilization and minimize the cost of operating charging sites
z Engage in stimulating discussions and deepen your knowledge with targeted questions 
z Share and learn from industry peers and influence industry leaders
z Benefit from networking opportunities and interact with potential customers and partners 
z Receive a short report on US' EV charging infrastructure sector www.globalt ransmiss ion. info



AGENDA (Tentative) www.globalt ransmiss ion. info

Tentative AAgenda: OOctober 77, 22020
11:00 tto 117:00 EEastern TTime ((ET)

Live ssession

Log-iin aand wwelcome rremarks bby GGlobal TTransmission RReport

Electrifying mmobility iin tthe UUS z Trends, drivers, challenges and barriers in the adoption of EVs 

z Addressing the challenge of expanding charging infrastructure

Presentation by and Q&A with a leading industry expert

State ppolicies, pprograms aand pprogress z Plans and programs to ramp up EV charging infrastructure in key US states 

z Status report on the progress made so far in these states

z Initiatives to address the challenges involved

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with regulators/government authorities/industry associations

Break aand vvirtual nnetworking

Utility aand ggrid ooperator pperspective z Implications of building EV charging infrastructure for transmission and distribution network operators and utilities

z Impact of EVs on grid planning, operations and reliability

z Preparing for flexibility in the future -V2G integration possibilities

z Role of utilities in expanding the charging infrastructure 

z Tariff considerations for public charging infrastructure

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with utilities and consultants

Regulatory rrequirements aand iissues z Regulatory improvements needed for grid-friendly charging behavior

z Requirements for charging stations

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with regulator/utility/consultant

Today's ttechnologies aand ttomorrow's z Innovations to improve customer experience 

solutions z AC and DC charging solutions - costs and benefits of fast/super charging stations

z Technologies that enable smart charging

z Wireless charging 

z Addressing interoperability issues

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with speakers from technology providers/E-mobility service providers/suppliers

Virtual nnetworking



AGENDA (Tentative) www.globalt ransmiss ion. info

Tentative AAgenda: OOctober 88, 22020
11:00 tto 117:00 EEastern TTime ((ET)

Live ssession

Log-iin aand aand iintroduction tto DDay 22 bby GGlobal TTransmission RReport

Charging nnetwork ooperators' pperspective z Issues and challenges in operating charging stations

z Strategies to scale up the charging network 

z Experience of leading public charging network operators and EVSE providers

z Perspective on maximizing site utilization and minimizing costs

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with leading charging network operators and developers

Integrating rrenewables aand sstorage iin z Role of battery storage in EV charging infrastructure

EV ccharging z Using energy storage systems to deal with power fluctuations

z DERs and EV charge points - avoiding expensive network upgrades by pairing solar panels and storage with EV 

charging infrastructure 

z Off-grid solutions for areas with poor grid connectivity

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with storage providers and RE developers 

Break aand vvirtual nnetworking

EV mmanufacturer pperspective z Expectations regarding charging infrastructure

z Current offerings and future plans

z Technical and non-technical barriers

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with EV manufacturers

Solutions ffor ffleet eelectrification z Unique needs of fleet and commercial vehicle operators

Presentations/discussion and Q&A with speakers from fleet operator service providers  

New bbusiness mmodels ffor ccharging z Possible business models for a commercially viable EV charging network

network z Capital and O&M costs, and revenue streams

z Transitioning to large-scale roll-out 

Presentations and Q&A with investors/infrastructure developers

Virtual nnetworking

Note: Please note that this is a tentative agenda. Timings and topics of some sessions may change as we move closer to the event. 



www.globalt ransmiss ion. info

Some oof tthe pparticipating oorganizations aat oour cconferences oon EEV Charging


